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Abstract

The visual hull is widely used to produce three dimen-
sional models from multiple views, due to the reliability of
the resulting surface. This paper presents a novel method
for efficiently evaluating the exact view-dependent visual
hull without using approximations. Methods for selecting
intersections and ordering them via the cross ratio are pre-
sented. Results show the high quality of the surfaces pro-
duced using this method.

1. Introduction

Synthesis of novel viewpoints via shape-based recon-
struction techniques is well established in media produc-
tion. One of the most widely used is the visual hull, a three
dimensional shape produced using silhouettes from multi-
ple views. A silhouette cone is produced by casting rays
from the camera centre through the observed view’s silhou-
ette (obtained from foreground segmentation). The visual
hull is the result of the intersection of all views’ silhou-
ette cones. There are many varied techniques to compute
the visual hull, mostly using volumetric or polyhedral ap-
proximations. In this paper we present a novel method for
efficiently computing the exact view-dependent visual hull
(VDVH), a surface which corresponds exactly to the sur-
face of the visual hull visible from a specific viewpoint. The
vertices of the exact VDVH lie on the surface of the visual
hull. This avoids the arbitrary quantisation of a volumetric
grid or polyhedral contour approximation associated with
many previous visual hull algorithms. An efficient method
of evaluating the VDVH using the cross ratio to compute
the silhouette intersections in 2D without 3D reconstruction
is presented in Section 2. Results of the approach are pre-
sented in Section 3.

Laurentini introduced the visual hull [7] as a volume-
based construct which completely encloses an object in a
scene given a set of silhouette images. Other researchers
employed volumetric approaches to reconstruct scenes from
smaller numbers of widely spaced cameras [6, 9, 3]. The ac-

curacy of the result depends on voxel size, so higher accu-
racy results often require large memory overheads. Franco
et al. [4] presents a method to recover the exact representa-
tion of the visual hull corresponding to a polyhedral approx-
imation of the silhouette contour. Brand et al. [2] describe
a technique where differential geometry is applied to obtain
a close estimate to the exact visual hull surface from silhou-
ette contours. Image-based visual hulls [8] used an approx-
imation view-dependent visual hull to render novel views
without explicit reconstruction. Silhouette outlines for indi-
vidual camera views are approximated by a piecewise linear
polygonal representation. This approximation results in in-
exact computation of the view-dependent visual hull intro-
ducing additional artefacts in the rendering of novel views.

Given a set of observed silhouette images of a scene
the exact view-dependent visual hull (VDVH) for a virtual
viewpoint is the intersection of the virtual camera rays with
the visual hull surface. In the following section we show
how the exact visual hull geometry can be calculated effi-
ciently for an arbitrary virtual camera view. Constraints on
the ordering of silhouette intersections along the virtual im-
age rays, together with projective invariants between inter-
sections for different views, are used to efficiently evaluate
the exact intersection with the visual hull surface.

2. Exact view-dependent visual hull

In this section we introduce a novel method to efficiently
compute the exact visual hull surface visible to a virtual
viewpoint from a set of silhouette images of a scene.

For VDVH computation in this work the exact intersec-
tion of the silhouette cones is found in the image domain,
taking advantage of multiple view geometry and projective
invariants. We first present the VDVH for a single view and
then extend it to multiple views. Throughout this paper we
use the notation, x ∈ R3, to denote points or vectors in
three dimensions and xj ∈ R2 to denote the projection of a
point or vector in the image plane of the jth camera.



Figure 1. Rays are cast from cs through in-
tersections between rs (the epipolar line)
and the silhouette boundary, and triangu-
lated with r to find the points on the visual
hull.

Figure 2. Cross-section of the silhouette in-
tersections along a ray from cv with silhou-
ettes for two cameras with centres of projec-
tion c1 and c2. The first visible intersection
point on the visual hull surface marked an o.

2.1. Single view visual hull intersection

Consider the case of a single observed silhouette image
Is with camera cs. The visual hull for a virtual view Iv

results from the intersection of its rays with the silhouette
cone from cs. Equivalently, this is defined by two view
projective geometry illustrated in Figure1, where the inter-
section can be performed in the image plane.

For a ray r from the virtual camera centre cv through a
pixel in Iv the projection rs of r is a two dimensional epipo-
lar line in the image plane of Is. All epipolar lines pass
through the epipole, cs

v = Pscv , the projection of cv onto
Is, where Ps is the camera projection matrix. The intersec-
tions on r representing the visual hull surface are given by
the reprojection of the points of intersection of rs with the
silhouette boundary in Is. This operation returns a set of
intersection points, {µk}K

k=1 ∈ R2, ordered along rs start-
ing from cs

v . Whenever the epipole is inside the silhouette
the next intersection on the epipolar line is removed. This
follows from the assumption that all intersections must be
in front of the camera (in other words objects are not behind

the camera and the camera is not inside an object).
It is important to note that the point where the epipolar

line enters the silhouette corresponds to a possible visible
surface point. More formally, the following condition must
be satisfied:

Visual Hull Visible Intersection Condition: For a
silhouette intersection, µk, to correspond to an inter-
section of ray r with a visible part of the visual hull
surface the intersection number k along the epipolar
line rs must be odd.

This condition guarantees that the intersection point µk

is visible (the surface normal points towards the camera
viewpoint).

The exact VDVH for a single view is given by the first
silhouette intersection on the epipolar line of every ray
through the virtual image Iv

2.2. Multiple view intersection selection

Given N views we have an ordered set of silhouette in-
tersections U j = {µj

k}
Kj

k=1 for the epipolar line rj of ray
r projected onto the silhouette image Ij

s for the jth view.
Then the silhouette intersection which corresponds to the
first intersection of r with the visual hull is given by the
following theorem:

Visual Hull Visible Intersection Theorem: The sil-
houette intersection µ ∈ {U j}N

j=1 corresponds to the
first intersection of ray r with the visual hull surface
if it is the first silhouette intersection which satisfies
the condition that for each of the views there is an odd
number of silhouette intersections on the projection of
ray r from the virtual camera centre cv up to and in-
cluding the point p(µ).

Proof: If there is an even number of intersections for
any view j on the line segment between cv and p(µ)
then for the jth view the projection of p(µ) is observed
as outside the silhouette corresponding to empty space.
Consequently if the projection of p(µ) is not inside or
on the silhouette for all views then it does not corre-
spond to a point on the visual hull. Therefore the visual
hull visible intersection condition must be satisfied in
all views for µ to be on the visual hull. This requires an
odd number of silhouette intersections along the corre-
sponding epipolar line rj for all views.

This can be seen intuitively from the previous obser-
vation that whenever a projected ray enters a silhouette,
the number of this intersection must be odd. For an in-
tersection to correspond to the visual hull surface, the ray
r must have entered every silhouette, and therefore every
view must have an odd number of intersections.



Figure 3. The cross ratio of p1−4 on r is equal
to the cross ratio of pj

1−4 = Pjp1−4 on rj in the
jth view.

Figure 2 illustrates the silhouette intersections for a vir-
tual camera ray with two silhouette images with multiple
objects. The first visible intersection of the ray with the vi-
sual hull surface is the first point which is inside the silhou-
ette for both camera views. This is given by an odd number
of silhouette intersections for each camera view as stated in
the Visual Hull Visible Intersection Theorem.

2.3. Ordering by projective invariants

The theorem introduced in the previous section states
that for a set of silhouette images the exact view-dependent
visual hull intersection of a virtual camera ray r can be de-
termined from the ordering of silhouette intersections for
each view. In this section we show how projective invariants
can be used to evaluate the relative ordering of silhouette in-
tersections for different views without explicit computation
of the three dimensional points p(µ) along the ray. This
allows computationally efficient evaluation of the exact in-
tersection of each ray with the silhouette boundaries.

The cross ratio of four collinear points, p1−4, is the only
invariant in projective geometry [5], defined by:

χ(p1−4) =
|−−→p1p2||

−−→p3p4|
|−−→p1p3||

−−→p2p4|
(1)

where −−→pkpl = pl − pk. The cross ratio is constant across
all domains for the same points, i.e. χ(p1−4) = χ(pj

1−4),
as illustrated in Figure 3. This property can be used to or-
der silhouette intersections along the virtual camera ray r
by comparison of their cross ratio along the epipolar lines
for different views. To evaluate the cross ratio, three points
are generated on the ray and projected onto all images. For
example, p1 = cv − 2r, p2 = cv − r and p3 = cv . These
common points are projected onto view j to obtain three
points on the epipolar line, rj : pj

1, pj
2 and pj

3 = cj
v . The

cross ratio χj
k of the projected points with a silhouette in-

tersection point pj
4 = µj

k is calculated from Equation 1, and
used to sort the points by increasing distance from the cam-
era centre.

Ordering of silhouette intersections along the virtual
camera ray r, using the cross ratio χj

k, is used to identify
the silhouette intersection µj

k which corresponds to the first
visible intersection with the visual hull surface. The cor-
responding 3D point on the visual hull surface p(µj

k) is re-
constructed as the distance d(µj

k) along the ray from cv . Re-
peating this process for virtual rays corresponding to each
pixel in the virtual image, Iv , the exact view-dependent vi-
sual hull is obtained as a depth map.

2.4. Complexity analysis

Given a n × n virtual view, n2 rays must be cast from
the virtual camera centre and intersected with the silhou-
ettes (also containing n2 pixels). Assuming a silhouette
boundary to have approximately n pixels, if every bound-
ary was traversed once to find all intersections the running
time would be O(n3), equivalent to a brute-force volumet-
ric approach. Efficiency is improved by reducing the cost
of performing line-boundary intersections, by splitting up
the silhouette boundary into a large number of small pixel
chains. Each chain is indexed by the angle of the epipolar
line. This look-up table reduces the running time to O(n2)
for a single camera, and O(vn2) where v is the number of
cameras (the number of intersection tests per ray is assumed
to be low enough to be considered constant). This exact
method has a cost equivalent to that of the approximate so-
lution presented in image-based visual hulls[8].

3. Results

In this section we present results for VDVH construction
of people. The studio setup comprised ten cameras equally
spaced in a circle of radius 5m at a height of 2.5m looking
towards the centre of the space. Images were captured at
720×576 with Sony DXC-9100P 3-CCD colour cameras.
Camera calibration[1] gives a maximum reprojection error
of 1.6 pixels (0.6rms) averaged across the cameras which is
equivalent to a reconstruction error in the order of 10mm at
the centre of the volume.

Figure 4 shows novel rendered views of a human body at
full resolution (720×576), demonstrating the quality of the
reconstructed surface. Figure 5 shows frames of a sequence
from a single novel viewpoint, where the surfaces produced
contain detail of the face and hair. The right foot in image
2 of Figure 5 has slightly disappeared due to segmentation
error. Each surface is produced in approximately 14 sec-
onds on a 1.8GHz PC with 1GB RAM (for comparison pur-
poses, a surface produced from 4 cameras at 320×240 takes
approximately 0.75 seconds). The implementation could be



Figure 4. VDVH surface from novel views around the person for a single time instant

Figure 5. VDVH surface from a single novel viewpoint for a sequence of a person kicking

improved in a number of ways, for example using more than
one PC or employing graphics hardware. For static view-
points parts of the process could be done once and stored
for subsequent frames.

4. Conclusions

A novel algorithm for efficient computation of the ex-
act View-Dependent Visual Hull has been presented which
produces a sampled representation of the true visual hull
surface. The cross ratio is used to order silhouette intersec-
tions in 2D and reduce the number of calculations required.
A Visual Hull Visible Intersection Theorem is introduced to
efficiently select the intersection corresponding to the Vi-
sual Hull surface. Advantages of the VDVH algorithm are:
(1) exact computation of intersection points on the visual
hull surface without requiring an intermediate approxima-
tion or quantisation step; and (2) efficient computation of
intersections in 2D using the cross ratio. As with all visual
hull methods, the algorithm is limited by the quality of the
silhouettes. Further work is required to optimise the seg-
mentation of the input images.
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